You’re not seeing double!
McCormick Systems is proud to announce we have been presented with the Constructech Top Products of 2017 award in both Commercial and Residential!

Design Estimating Pro
BIDDING/ESTIMATING
NEW PRODUCT

“Contractors need estimating tools that work the way they work. The new Design Estimating Pro from McCormick Systems enables builders to measure, count, and design, creating greater efficiencies and accuracy.”

—Constructech editors

ESTIMATING EFFICIENCY
For construction professionals, having a solid estimating and digital takeoff tool is key to improving accuracy. This is where McCormick Systems’ new Design Estimating Pro comes into play, creating an estimating and digital takeoff program in one. With the product, contractors can upload PDF plans to the estimating software, set a customizable scale, then measure, count, and design directly on the PDF drawing. Built-in assemblies, labor units, and pricing allows contractors to place devices and fixtures, draw pipe runs, excavate, and perform any other estimating task. This product stands out due to the fact that it was built directly into the legacy estimating software, meaning it does not use an export method between the two programs.
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